The Black Mountain Greenway

How the Greenway is Marked
Our Greenway consists of two parts; The Main Greenway running east to west from Old Fort to Swannanoa and several Spur Routes that branch off from the Main Route to various locations in the Town and the valley. Those folks that would like to buzz on thru to the Next Stop can follow the Main Route signs. Those that would like to Explore a bit should follow your choice of Spur Routes, which are numbered for easy identification.

The “Depot Trail” runs east to west from the train station in Old Fort to ours in Black Mountain. This is a paved, sometimes steep, path through deep forest. The Old Fort Depot is a train museum while the Black Mountain Depot has become and Arts and Crafts Gallery. The “Community Garden” spur leads to just that - and to the Grey Eagle Arena, with a connection to a path to the Blue Ridge Assembly. You can follow Blue Ridge Road to the right to meet US 70 which heads on to Swannanoa and Asheville.